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Ring Fire by Beth Webb



››› Download audio book for free. ‹‹‹ Original Title: Ring Fire ISBN: 0745949770 ISBN13: 9780745949772 Autor: Beth Webb (Goodreads Author) Rating: 4.1 of 5 stars (3726) counts Original Format: Paperback, 632 pages Download Format: PDF, FB2, MOBI, MP3. Published: April 30th 2005 / by Lion / (first published 1995) Language: English Genre(s): Fantasy- 2 users



Description: The mysterious Ring Fire, gift of the Fire Giver, protects the kingdom from evil. It might seem like magic but it is something different. And much stronger. Now the Fire has been taken from the Ring. It falls to Gemma, a kitchen maid, and Fleabag, a three-legged, humorous, talking cat, to find it. It must be restored to its rightful place and a new King or Queen must be crowned. But the evil wizards of Porthwain are determined to overcome



the Fire and take its power for themselves. Gemma loses her courage and worse, is separated from Fleabag. In one final, terrible challenge, the Ring Fire seems to be lost when it is betrayed by someone who was sworn to protect it. There is no one left for Fleabag to turn to - or is there? Who is the strange boy who plays the fiddle and seems so afraid of everyone? In these three acclaimed stories, Beth Webb relates the thrilling series of conflicts over the Ring Fire as the unlikely accomplices battle the powers of destruction to save the kingdom.



About Author: Other Editions: Books By Author:



- Star Dancer (Star Dancer Quartet #1)



- Fire Dreamer (Star Dancer #2)



- Fleabag & the Ring Fire (The Fleabag Trilogy #1)



- Fleabag and the Fire Cat (The Fleabag Trilogy #2)



- Wave Hunter (Star Dancer Quartet #3)



Books In The Series:



- Fleabag & the Ring Fire (The Fleabag Trilogy #1)



- Fleabag and the Fire Cat (The Fleabag Trilogy #2)



- Fleabag and the Ring's End (The Fleabag Trilogy #3)



Related Books On Our Site:



Rewiews:



Jun 22, 2014 Zoe Rated it: really liked it Recommends it for: any body who loves magic and adventure Recommended to Zoe by: birthday present



Ring Fire is quite a book. It involves a kitchen maid, a lady knight a thief and a talking three-legged cat, who go on a quest to find a ring. The ring is the symbol of the king or queen and it holds the eternal and magical Fire. This book was very well written, using beautiful words that make the story flow beautifully. It includes all of the characters perspectives and is extremely realistic in the way that characters react to certain situations. This allows the reader to personally interact w Ring Fire is quite a book. It involves a kitchen maid, a lady knight a thief and a talking three-legged cat, who go on a quest to find a ring. The ring is the symbol of the king or queen and it holds the eternal and magical Fire. This book was very well written, using beautiful words that make the story flow beautifully. It includes all of the characters perspectives and is extremely realistic in the way that characters react to certain situations. This allows the reader to personally interact with all of the characters and allows them to know the characters better.
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Autor: Beth Webb (Goodreads Author). Rating: 4.1 of 5 stars (3726) counts. Original Format: Paperback, 632 pages. Download Format: PDF, FB2, MOBI, MP3. 
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